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Site Recommendations 
Your Virtual Assistant is represented well in a modern site which reflects its brand

personality (fun, vibrant, professional). 

The text to images ratio is good, strong calls to action on each page

with the point of difference well communicated.

 

Areas for improvement are:
 

Add case studies showing how we’ve helped to achieve outcomes using specific

services. 

We need more video content.  This could include:

 How-to videos

Customer testimonials 

Meet the team

Justine talking about how we help clients, who we help and how to get started

with us.  

 Increase blog contributors.  Involve team members as authors highlighting their

areas of expertise and invite complimentary services to participate (reciprocal).

Technology is moving more toward personalisation using AI and it’s important we

utilise this.  Think of Netflix recommending movies you may like, Google maps

redirecting your route due to an accident, Google showing search results based on

your online history. Personalisation is what we’ve come to expect and can make a

huge difference to the buying decision for large capital expenditure.  Research

ways we can utilise AI to personalise the site for our target audience and

implement these.

Site needs to be GDPR compliant. 

Using Office 365 as a booking system is leaking prospects, possibly due to the

number of booking options listed on the page.  Consider moving to a more user-

friendly booking system.

 

 

This website audit looks at how the site is performing as a tool to achieve

the goal of providing information for our ideal audience at each stage of

their buying journey.



The goal of this page is to tell our visitors what we do in a glance.  That glance needs

to reflect our personality and portray what we can do for them.

 

For those who stay on the page longer, the main CTA is to sign up for the quiz to see

if they are suited to an OBM or VA (our 2 main services) and further down to book

a discovery call.

 

It’s important we have content on the home page for each stage of our ideal

audience’s decision process.  This redesigned page accomplishes that.

 

One thing the page (and the site) is missing is testimonials.  See above where we’ve

recommended using video to achieve this. 

 

home page

about page
With a professional service provider it’s important to showcase both personality (why

would prospective clients want to work with us?) and expertise.  The role of this page

and its sub-pages is to create a connection with our prospects.

 

meet the team
What makes this team special?  Rather than clicking through to read the ‘about’

profile for each contractor, I think we need to include a fun fact or ‘something you

won’t know’ about us.  We need to showcase our personalities.  

 

Replace ‘Lead VA’ with virtual assistant for improved SEO.

https://yourva.co.nz/


packages
We’re the only VA site (compared to 6 competitors) who show prices.  All others,

while showing casual, package and fixed price options, invite enquiry to discover

price or receive a pricing guide. 

 

Consider removing ours or testing to see what effect this has on discoveries booked.

testimonials
This page needs updating with current testimonials.  See if we can scroll

through these in their entirety where testimonials are shown on other pages.

 

Phase 2 is to add case studies.  These could be clicked through from the testimonials

themselves (and vice versa).

https://yourva.co.nz/


A good clean layout with the lead magnet placed well above the fold.  

 

For the Online Business Manager service, make this entire heading brand red so it

stands out amongst other services.

 

Once we have added a couple of products, change the submenu to:

·      

Online Business Management

Virtual Assistance

Done-For-You Products

Agency Services

 

Add the 150 tasks you can delegate CTA on each of the service pages except for the

OBM page, this CTA could be the VA versus the OBM quiz.

services page

blog page
There needs to be a strategy around our blog content which is being addressed with

an updated content calendar.  Suggestions are:

Introduce external experts via interview articles.

Use our own internal expertise to contribute articles as authors.  This creates a

more accurate agency impression (as opposed to Justine writing all the blogs). 

Be strategic about our types of articles. For example purpose content as: 

how-to guides

video tutorials (loom)

interviews or case studies

comparisons (tech tools)

https://yourva.co.nz/


A point of difference between Your VA and other similar sized VA providers is the

resources page. 

 

Sequences have all been reviewed, updated and tested and are tracked monthly in

terms of conversion, traffic, open rates and discoveries booked.

 

This needs to be added to at a rate of 1 new resource each month in order to keep

return visitors engaged.

 

Recommendation: include quotes, exercises and key points from resources in our

content calendar.

resources page

https://yourva.co.nz/


If we look at the site from a marketing perspective, we need to align the content with

our ideal audiences’ journey.  I’ve broken that down, and some content ideas to

achieve this, in the table below:

using the website to
attract and convert prospects

https://yourva.co.nz/


I’ve run a couple of reports to identify weaknesses we can improve on.  The results of

the report (source Ubersuggest) are:

site performance 

overview

https://yourva.co.nz/


site speed

seo issues

https://yourva.co.nz/


keywords (mobile)

keywords (desktop)

https://yourva.co.nz/


top pages

backlinks

https://yourva.co.nz/

